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The Kabbalah Magic Of Angels
Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step program
toward spiritual attainment guides readers through each level of the the Golden
Dawn system of ritual magic and its corresponding sphere in the Kabbalah Tree
of Life. Original. 10,000 first printing.
“Magick is not a path for followers; it is a path for questioners, seekers, and
anyone who has trouble settling for dogma and pre-formulated answers. Magick
is for those who feel the desire to peel away the surface of reality and see what
lies beneath. Like various persecuted forms of mysticism, magick promotes direct
contact with the source of creation.” —Damien Echols Discover a Powerful
Practice for Transforming Yourself and Your Reality At age 18, Damien Echols
was sentenced to death for a crime he didn’t commit. “I spent my years in prison
training to be a true magician,” he recalls. “I used magick—the practice of
reshaping reality through our intention and will—to stave off incredible pain,
despair, and isolation. But the most amazing feat of all that practice and study
was to manifest my freedom.” With High Magick, this bestselling author shares
his first teaching book on the powerful spiritual techniques that helped him
survive and transcend his ordeal on death row. Though our culture has
consigned “magic” to fiction, stage illusions, or superstitions about dark
practices, the magick Damien learned is an ancient Western tradition equal the
Eastern practices of Buddhism, Taoism, and yoga in its wisdom and
transformative power. Here he brings you an engaging and highly accessible
guide for bringing magick into your own life, including: • What is High Magick?
Damien clears away the stigma and reveals the history and core teachings of this
extraordinary art. • The Four-Fold Breath—a foundational meditation practice to
train your mind and body to channel subtle energies. • The Middle Pillar—how to
bring divine energy into the central channel of your body for empowerment and
healing. • The Qabalistic Cross—a centering technique to help you stay balanced
and protected regardless of circumstances. • The Lesser Rituals of the
Pentagram—powerful practices for banishing negative energies and invoking
energy to manifest your goals. • Working with angelic beings and other spiritual
allies to support your practice. • Creating thoughtforms to assist you in your
ongoing magickal development. • Guidance for overcoming your doubts,
enhancing your visualization skills, creating talismans, practicing magick
ethically, and much more. “Magick is a journey,” writes Damien. “It’s a
continuously unfolding path that has no end. You can study and practice magick
for the rest of your life and you will still never learn everything that it has to teach
you.” If you’re ready to discover your untapped potential for co-creating your
reality with the energy of the divine, then join this extraordinary teacher to begin
your training in High Magick.
Sheds light on Wiccan beliefs and practices--deities, priests, holidays, rituals, and
rules--that are often unknown and frequently misunderstood by non-Pagans and
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the uninitiated, revealing what it truly means to be witch. Original.
NOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO SPEAK DIRECTLY TO AN ANGEL - IN THEIR OWN
LANGUAGE - TO REQUEST ** GUIDANCE -- ** PROTECTION -- ** LOVE -- **
FINANCIAL REWARD -- ** RELIEF FROM ANXIETY AND STRESS -- - A
RETURN TO SOBRIETY AND A RELEASE FROM ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG
ADDICTION AND BY GOD'S DIRECTIVE THEY MUST FULFILL YOUR
REQUEST! For centuries, man has sought to reach out to God's servants and
messengers in a real-world, palpable way that leaves no room for spiritual doubt.
In the time of Queen Elizabeth I in England, world famous occultist Dr. John Dee
and his helper, Edward Kelley, developed a system for contacting angels that
came to be called "Enochian Magick." Dee's system has survived the centuries
and been passed down to us. "ANGEL SPELLS - THE ENOCHIAN OCCULT
WORKBOOK OF CHARMS, SEALS, TALISMANS AND CIPHERS" offers the
reader a history lesson on Dee's method for contacting angels, including its
origins in the Jewish and Christian mystical traditions. The book includes an
exclusive interview with author Aaron Leitch, who still practices Dee's methods
over 400 years later. For those not quite ready to dive into the more complex
aspects of Enochian Angel magick, simpler - but just as effective - methods are
taught here by psychic Maria D'Andrea, who provides step-by-step instructions to
petition specific angels for help with any problem, large or small. A dozen
talismans created my Ms D' Andrea are provided each corresponding with a
different Arch Angel. And as a bonus supplement, we have included Bishop Allen
Greenfield's classic work, "SECRET CIPHER OF THE UFONAUTS," to assist in
contacting angelic aliens in their own language and to aid in decoding what they
have spoken to us! This fascinating work includes all the talismans and symbols
and ciphers you need to set up your own angel alter so that you may proceed
with contacting the celestial kingdom in an organized effort.
Kabbalah - it is very difficult and to some extent even paradoxical doctrine is very
different from the concept of thinking of those ideas, which are peculiar to
thinking of the majority of Europeans. On the other hand, the inherent Kabbalah
mystery, incompleteness, and symbolic imagery pronounced mysticism plaque
were perhaps the most intriguing its qualities that attracted thereto plurality
thinkers prone to the occult. However, the important thing: they all saw in
Kabbalah refraction characteristic of western occult ideas and propositions - that
all the great diversity of the phenomena of the universe, young and old is a
certain unity; that all things and phenomena are parts ordered whole; that the
universe itself and all the hidden relationships between phenomena which, at first
glance, seem to be chaotic and did not related to each other, in fact, control the
mysterious laws; that letters and numbers are full of meaning important key to
understanding the laws of the universe; that inspiration and imagination is much
faster and more reliable can lead to the attainment of the ultimate truth than the
proverbial common sense; that man - is both God and the Universe in miniature;
and finally, the most important thing - that there is a spiritual path, going that
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people can free themselves from the purely human limitations, and therefore - to
become a superman and understand God. Kabbalah, of course, not the only
doctrine, setting out these and similar ideas; they can be found in the system of
the Tarot, Despite the fact that the Kabbalists of the past centuries people were
purely religious, and perform religious commandments and ceremonies, this,
however, did not prevent the fact that Kabbalah eventually gained many of the
features and properties of magic. Abraham Abulafia, one of the greatest
Kabbalists and mystics of the XIII century, was convinced that the Kabbalah - a
very effective means to achieve the magical purposes, and therefore warned
fellow of errors slipping into magic. However, the Kabbalistic doctrine of climbing
opportunities from lowest to highest, and the reunification of the earthly and the
heavenly is a very valuable tool for the mystic, the aspirant for bliss in
communion with God, and for the magician who wants to subjugate all the
spiritual and physical strength, and sees itself as the Person of God capable to
understand the supreme art of magic. In this sense, of great interest is a special
aspect of the teachings - the so-called practical Kabbalah is based on the belief
that with the help of special rituals, prayers and internal volitional acts a person
can actively intervene in the history of the process (eg, zoom Messiah), for each
"stimulation from below" (from the man) always corresponds to the "arousal from
above " (from God).
Israel Regardie wrote The Tree of Life, a book many consider his magnum opus,
in 1932. It has continued to sell for decades. And no wonder. Up until the time
this book was published, very little information about true high magic was
available to the public. In this book, Regardie reveals the secrets of real magic.
He begins with an explanation of what magic is and, just as importantly, what
magic is not. He explains that it is a spiritual study and practice which, along with
forms of yoga, forms the two branches of the tree that is mysticism. Magic is not
being a medium or a psychic. Then he explains the tools of the magician, what
they mean, and how to use them. He explains the techniques of evocation and
invocation, skrying, and astral travel. He shows how the Qabalah unites
everything. He even gives a description of the secrets of sexual magick. All of
this is in a clear, lucid writing style. This book is simply a must for anyone who is,
or aspires to be, a real magician. Although Chic and Sandra Tabatha Cicero were
friends of Regardie and are Senior Adepts of the Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn, what changes could they have made to this classic book? Well, they did
change the spelling from British style to American. And they did change his
transliterations of Hebrew into the more popular style he used in his later books.
But nothing vital was changed or removed. Everything else they added was
complementary to the text that was there. And what incredible additions they are!
Extensive annotations throughout every chapter; over 100 illustrations; more
descriptive contents pages; a glossary, a bibliography and an index. They've
even added a biographical note on Regardie and the importance of this book to
him and to the occult world. This book contains some of the finest occult writing
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that has ever been produced. And with the new material by the Ciceros, it
becomes a must-have for any magician!
DIVBirth Angels is one of the first comprehensive presentations in English of the
72 angels of the Tree of Life. Based on the tradition of the Kabbalah, this
inspiring guide invites readers to discover the three angels that rule the domain of
their birth. The book details the qualities of each angel and provides an inspiring
three-step path for invoking and using their energies. According to tradition, at
every moment a particular, nameable angelic energy is available for us to appeal
to and receive help from. Birth Angels shows us how to use this energy. Easy
reference, helpful charts, and a multi-tradition approach will appeal to readers
with diverse levels of interest. Birth Angels is designed as a daily path for the
intent seeker and as an occasional reference for all who want to engage their
personal angelic allies./div
The Kabbalah & Magic of AngelsLlewellyn Worldwide
Using the powerful insights of the Kabbalah, we can bridge the unfathomable distances
between our material world and the divine realms where angels dwell. In The Kabbalah &
Magic of Angels, celebrated author Migene González-Wippler presents an in-depth look at
angels in the context of the Kabbalah, the comprehensive system underlying Western religion
and spirituality. Providing a complete introduction to Kabbalistic concepts, Migene shows how
to apply them to our relationships with numerous angels. Included are ways to contact angels
and work with them, from simple spells and magical rituals to full Kabbalistic evocations. You'll
discover how to see angels operating in your life and how to visualize them. Numerous angels
are named and fully described so readers will know exactly which angel to work with for any
purpose or desire. Ideal for students of Kabbalah and lovers of angels.
A spiritual crisis sent Orthodox rabbi Gershon Winkler to remote regions of the Southwest,
where he studied with Native American healers. From them he began to recover the long-lost
wisdom of what he calls “Aboriginal Judaism”: the religion’s tribal roots. This book tracks his
personal journey and draws from a dazzling mix of sources to detail the surprising connections
between two seemingly unrelated religions.
Countless individuals all over the world are chanting the "Psalms of David" every hour of every
day, which makes the "Book of Psalms" the most practically applied text in the Hebrew Bible.
In this regard this biblical text is reckoned amongst the greatest and most popular works of
"Jewish Magic," its popularity being due to the Psalms addressing the loftiest "realms of spirit,"
the lowliest aspects of human existence, and everything in between. They offer ready-made
prayers, supplications, and incantations for all to express what is in their hearts and minds.
Furthermore, considered to be Divinely inspired, the Psalms comprise a direct link between a
'human mouth' and a 'Divine Ear'! The material addressed in "The Book of Magical Psalms Part 1" derives from the extensive primary literature of "Practical Kabbalah," much of which is
shared in this tome for the first time in English translation. This definitive study includes the
magical use of the biblical "Book of Psalms" for every conceivable purpose in prayers,
incantations, adjurations, and Hebrew amulets.
Using the powerful insights of the Kabbalah, we can bridge the unfathomable distances
between our material world and the divine realms where angels dwell. In The Kabbalah &
Magic of Angels, celebrated author Migene González-Wippler presents an in-depth look at
angels in the context of the Kabbalah, the comprehensive system underlying Western religion
and spirituality. Providing a complete introduction to Kabbalistic concepts, Migene shows how
to apply them to our relationships with numerous angels. Included are ways to contact angels
and work with them, from simple spells and magical rituals to full Kabbalistic evocations. You’ll
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discover how to see angels operating in your life and how to visualize them. Numerous angels
are named and fully described so readers will know exactly which angel to work with for any
purpose or desire. Ideal for students of Kabbalah and lovers of angels.
A gorgeously illustrated co-publication with Christine Burgin by “one of the world’s great
essayists” (The New York Times). With a guide to the illustrations by Mary Wellesley. Angels
have soared through Western culture and consciousness from Biblical to contemporary times.
But what do we really know about these celestial beings? Where do they come from, what are
they made of, how do they communicate and perceive? The celebrated essayist Eliot
Weinberger has mined and deconstructed, resurrected and distilled centuries of theology into
an awe-inspiring exploration of the heavenly host. From a litany of angelic voices,
Weinberger’s lyrical meditation then turns to the earthly counterparts, the saints, their lives
retold in a series of vibrant and playful capsule biographies, followed by a glimpse of the
afterlife. Threaded throughout Angels & Saints are the glorious illuminated grid poems by the
eighteenth-century Benedictine monk Hrabanus Maurus. These astonishingly complex,
proto-“concrete” poems are untangled in a lucid afterword by the medieval scholar and
historian Mary Wellesley.
An overview of the heavenly court identifies different angels, including their names, languages,
and responsibilities, and describes rituals for invoking their presence.
An expanded edition of Dr. Stephen Skinner's classic set of tabular correspondences. Anyone
practicing magic won't want to miss this comprehensive book of magician's correspondences.
Featuring four times more tables than Aleister Crowley's Liber 777, this is the most complete
collection of magician's tables available. This monumental work documents thousands of
mystical links-spanning pagan pantheons, Kabbalah, astrology, tarot, I Ching, angels, demons,
herbs, perfumes, and more! The sources of this remarkable compilation range from classic
grimoires such as the Sworn Book to modern theories of prime numbers and atomic weights.
Data from Peter de Abano, Abbott Trithemium, Albertus Magnus, Cornelius Agrippa, and other
prominent scholars is referenced here, in addition to hidden gems found in unpublished
medieval grimoires and Kabbalistic works. Well-organized and easy-to-use,The Complete
Magician's Tablescan help you understand the vast connections making up our strange and
mysterious universe.
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION For the first time in modern history, the true origins of Judaic
Mysticism (the Kabbalah), Christian spiritual beliefs and other derived practices of ceremonial
magic (such as the Enochian system, Hermetics and Golden Dawn methods) can now be
traced directly to the archetypal 'Sky-God' traditions of the prehistoric Mesopotamians: The
post-Sumerian Babylonian "Star-Gate" system dedicated to the Anunnaki. Prolific writer,
Joshua Free, brings together what is known of the ancient "Ladder of Lights," the BAB.ILI
system that constitutes the original "Tree of Life" 'kabbalah' found graphically present on
ancient renderings and its connections to the later Judeo-Christian traditions and the evolution
of human understanding of "Anunnaki," "Igigi" and other sky-beings into the Hebrew renderings
of the "Nephilim," "Anakim," "Elohim" and the like. ENOCHIAN MAGIC & THE KABBALAH
illustrates the singular origin of the mystical and spiritual traditions on the planet, all directed
toward a human relationship with the "Divine," however that might be viewed -- angels,
elementals, fairies, gods or other 'alien' beings -- and more importantly, the methods by which
they have been attracted into one's life. Since all of our available traditions today seem linked
to these antiquated 'Divine Encounters', it seems fitting to make a self-honest exploration of the
nature of these origins of belief and how they may affect our abilities to perceive the world and
affect reality today. Practical lore drawn from thousands of years of tradition -- both ancient and
modern -- is brought together to form the official "Mardukite" handbook of Enochian
Ceremonial Magic and the Kabbalistic "Tree of Life" -- a first of its kind and much needed for
the advancement of the "New Age"!
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A comprehensive guide to practicing the magic of the Qabbalah • Spells for everyday
problems related to health, love, prosperity, and protection • Rituals for advanced high-level
magic, such as invocation of angelic powers or spiritual vision • Explains how to make and
design talismans, amulets, and magic bowls, including harnessing the power of Hebrew letters
in their designs • Details the magical uses of 150 psalms The Qabbalah--the Jewish esoteric
tradition--is richly woven with magical practices, from amulets and magic bowls to invocations
and magical use of psalms. In this comprehensive and practical guide to Qabbalistic magic,
Salomo Baal-Shem explains how to authentically perform rituals from the Qabbalistic tradition.
The spells and rituals included range from basic “everyday” magic for health, prosperity, love,
protection, and prophetic dreams to advanced high-level magic such as invoking the highest
angelic powers or creating an astral life-form, or Golem. Revealing the occult teachings of the
4th-century Book of the Mysteries, the magical uses of 150 psalms, and how to harness the
power of Hebrew letters in talisman designs, the author also shows you how to contact the
Maggid, or Divine inner teacher, or attain the spiritual vision of the Merkabah. A thoroughly
accessible guide to the magic of the Qabbalah, this book also covers the underlying spiritual
principles and history of these powerful magical practices.
In this provocative book, Marla Segol explores the development of the kabbalistic cosmology
underlying Western sex magic. Drawing extensively on Jewish myth and ritual, Segol tells the
powerful story of the relationship between the divine and the human body in late antique
Jewish esotericism, in medieval kabbalah, and in New Age ritual practice. Kabbalah and Sex
Magic traces the evolution of a Hebrew microcosm that models the powerful interaction of
human and divine bodies at the heart of both kabbalah and some forms of Western sex magic.
Focusing on Jewish esoteric and medical sources from the fifth to the twelfth century from
Byzantium, Persia, Iberia, and southern France, Segol argues that in its fully developed
medieval form, kabbalah operated by ritualizing a mythos of divine creation by means of sexual
reproduction. She situates in cultural and historical context the emergence of Jewish
cosmological models for conceptualizing both human and divine bodies and the interactions
between them, arguing that all these sources position the body and its senses as the locus of
culture and the means of reproducing it. Segol explores the rituals acting on these models,
attending especially to their inherent erotic power, and ties these to contemporary Western sex
magic, showing that such rituals have a continuing life. Asking questions about its cosmology,
myths, and rituals, Segol poses even larger questions about the history of kabbalah, the
changing conceptions of the human relation to the divine, and even the nature of religious
innovation itself. This groundbreaking book will appeal to students and scholars of Jewish
studies, religion, sexuality, and magic.
“Magic culture is certainly fascinating. But what is it? What, in fact, are magic writings, magic
artifacts?” Originally published in Hebrew in 2010, Jewish Magic Before the Rise of Kabbalah
is a comprehensive study of early Jewish magic focusing on three major topics: Jewish magic
inventiveness, the conflict with the culture it reflects, and the scientific study of both. The first
part of the book analyzes the essence of magic in general and Jewish magic in particular. The
book begins with theories addressing the relationship of magic and religion in fields like
comparative study of religion, sociology of religion, history, and cultural anthropology, and
considers the implications of the paradigm shift in the interdisciplinary understanding of magic
for the study of Jewish magic. The second part of the book focuses on Jewish magic culture in
late antiquity and in the early Islamic period. This section highlights the artifacts left behind by
the magic practitioners—amulets, bowls, precious stones, and human skulls—as well as manuals
that include hundreds of recipes. Jewish Magic before the Rise of Kabbalah also reports on the
culture that is reflected in the magic evidence from the perspective of external non-magic
contemporary Jewish sources. Issues of magic and religion, magical mysticism, and magic and
social power are dealt with in length in this thorough investigation. Scholars interested in early
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Jewish history and comparative religions will find great value in this text.
An investigation of the evidence in Talmudic, gnostic, apocalyptic, partristic, and legendary
texts concerning immortal, winged beings.
Now available in English, a provocative new biography of the founder of Hasidism
In this book, we will discuss how to communicate with the 72 angels that are associated with
the 72 names of God in volume 1 of this series. We will not be using any fancy and
complicated rituals. With all due respect to those who plan elaborate rituals, the rituals end up
being more of a distraction. The angels do not require certain hours of day or night or certain
colors or garb. They are not human that they require such trivialities. Do you think an angel
with a limitless mind requires such limited and minute actions to get its attention? I know this
may completely contradict what you have heard, but logically, this is so. If you are looking for
elaborate rituals, you will be disappointed in this book. This book is for people who want a
direct connection. Not those who wish to mire themselves in complexity that in actually, is
contrived. We know where many of those rituals in all those Grimores come from and I assure
you, the complexities are formalities only and not necessary for deep connection with these
angels. With that, In this book, we will go into the significance of the 72 names of God and then
proceed to the names of the angels. And finally, how to call upon them to help you.
Discusses the relationship between Jung's analytic psychology and hermetic magic, looking at
cabala, yoga, Eastern religion, and the pentagram
This is no ordinary reprint of common magic squares found in Agrippa's Three Books of Occult
Philosophy. Not even close! This Occult Encyclopedia contains hundreds of new magical
squares based on secret esoteric techniques developed by master sages of the ancient Near
East. Did you know that there are four forms of each magic square corresponding with each of
the Elements? Did you know that from each square you can extract up to 8 Angels and 8
Genies that are specific to THAT square? Did you know there is a secret mathematical code
embedded in all magic squares? There is much more to the art of magic squares than even the
most seasoned modern-day ceremonial magician is aware of. The Occult Encyclopedia of
Magical Squares contains information that will make a difference in how you approach
talismanic magic. It also contains hundreds of ready and finished squares for: Archangels and
Angels of the Zodiac Archangels and Angels of the Planets Planetary Intelligences and Spirits
Olympic Spirits Lords of Zodiacal Triplicities by Day and Night Angels Ruling the 12 Houses
Angels of Astrological Decanates and Quinances You will get hundreds of magic squares to
facilitate the evocation and aid of over 200 spiritual beings. This book is a must-have for
serious seekers, no matter which magical tradition you follow.

The Original Account of the Teachings, Rites and Ceremonies of the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn as revealed by Israel Regardie, with further revision,
expansion, and additional notes by Israel Regardie, Cris Monnastre, and others.
A comprehensive index has been supplied by noted occultist David Godwin for
this new edition. Originally published in four volumes of some 1200 pages, this
6th Revised and Enlarged Edition has been reset in half the pages (retaining the
original pagination in marginal notation for reference) for greater ease and use.
Corrections of errors in the original editions have been made, with further revision
and additional text and notes by actual practitioners of the Golden Dawn system
of magick, with an introduction by the only student ever accepted for personal
training by Regardie. The Golden Dawn, once a secret order, was one of the
most prestigious groups flourishing at the turn of the century. Membership
included such notables as W. B. Yeats, Aleister Crowley, Dion Fortune, Algernon
Blackwood, Arthur Machen, Lady Frieda Harris, Brodie Innes, S.L. MacGregor
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Mathers, A.E. Waite, Evelyn Underhill and W. Wynn Westcott. Its influence on
20th century spiritual science has been enormous!
This remarkable grimoire was translated by S.L.M. Mathers from a 15th century
French mauscript. This text has had a huge influence on modern ceremonial
magic, and has been cited as a primary influence on Aleister Crowley. Abraham
of Würzburg, a cabalist and scholar of magic, describes a quest for the secret
teachings which culminated in Egypt, where he encountered the magician
Abramelin, who taught him his system in detail. The procedure involves many
months of purification, followed by the invocation of good and evil spirits to
accomplish some very worldly goals, including acquisition of treasure and love,
travel through the air and under water, and raising armies out of thin air. It also
tells of raising the dead, transforming ones appearance, becoming invisible, and
starting storms. The key to this is a set of remarkable magic squares, sigils
consisting of mystical words which in most cases can be read in several
directions. Of course, these diagrams are said to have no potency unless used in
the appropriate ritual context by an initiate. Mathers analyzed these words in an
extensive set of notes and gives possible derivations from Hebrew, Greek and
other languages.
A gorgeous new edition of the New York Times bestseller that has sold more
than a million copies. "A golden conjunction of heaven and earth...reminding us
that there are angels in every religion." -The Washington Post "As far as angels
are concerned, now you see them, now you don't. A Book of Angels gives us a
lovely, sustained glimpse." -Chicago Tribune When Sophy Burnham wrote A
Book of Angels, she inspired a phenomenon. An instant bestseller when it was
originally published in 1990, this beautiful book not only tells the extraordinary
true stories of present-day encounters with angels, but also traces the study of
angels throughout history and in different cultures. Burnham writes about the
powerful male angels, Buddhist bodhisattvas, Islamic angels, Hindu Apsaras, the
mysterious angels of the Jewish Kabbalah, cherubim, seraphim, guardian angels,
the angel of death, and others. What are angels? What do they look like? Whom
do they choose to visit? Why do they appear sometimes and not others, and
would you recognize one if it appeared before you? With great feeling, Burnham
offers an eloquent report from the place where earth and heaven meet. A
wondrous journey into the world of angels, this book is a song of praise to life.
Learn to call on the divine assistance of angelic forces to shape your life and
accelerate your spiritual practice in this in-depth guide from Damien Echols. “The
ultimate goal of working with angels is to become one ourselves. That’s what
people actually are—unconscious angels.” —Damien Echols “Angels do not
belong to any one single religion, system, or dogma,” teaches Damien Echols.
“They are almost pure energy—the very substance the cosmos is made of.
They’re also incredibly willing to work with us if asked.” With Angels and
Archangels, this bestselling author presents an essential resource for
understanding what angels are, how they make themselves available, and
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magickal practices to invoke their power to transform your life. For the
magician—or anyone seeking to enlist helping forces on the path of
awakening—invoking angels and archangels gives you access to incredible
potential for manifestation, healing, and spiritual growth. In this lucid and
information-packed guide, Damien shares his unique understanding and
experience of magickal practices refined in the crucible of his wrongful death row
imprisonment. Here you’ll discover: • A clear presentation of angels and
archangels as they have been honored in mystical traditions for thousands of
years • The names and qualities of individual angels and archangels, as
associated with the elements, the Zodiac, the Tree of Life, and the Tarot •
Foundational practices and meditations for building your skills with magick • How
to call on angels for blessing, protection, invocation, the creation of talismans and
sigils, and more • Advanced angel magick rituals, including the Rose Cross, the
Celestial Lotus, and the Shem Operation • The Holy Guardian Angel—the key
contact for stepping into your true nature beyond ego consciousness “When
working with angels and archangels,” says Damien, “I’ve come to realize that
they don’t carry out the tasks we charge them with just because we ask them
to—they do it because they perceive the divine within us.” Angels and Archangels
is an essential resource for every magickal library, an invitation by one of the
most exciting modern teachers of the art to discover the enormous potential
waiting for your call.
A practical guide to Dr. John Dee’s angelic magic • Contains instructions for
performing Enochian magic meditations • Examines John Dee’s original diaries
from the British Library Enochian magic is a powerful, ancient system for opening
portals to heavenly realms and enabling the ascent to God. The basis for many of
the modern systems of magic, including the Golden Dawn, Enochian magic is
named after the biblical prophet Enoch, who received the same knowledge and
wisdom that was later conveyed to the astrologer to the court of Queen Elizabeth
I, Dr. John Dee, by angels in the 16th century. In The Lost Art of Enochian Magic
John DeSalvo traces the history of magic--from the earliest civilizations of the
Akadians and Egyptians through the Greco-Roman period and up to the present
time--to reveal how magic has penetrated and influenced our religious beliefs and
practices today. Through his unprecedented investigation into the angelic magic
of Dr. John Dee, during which time he deciphered Dee’s original phonetic
notations in the margins of Dee’s 16th-century diaries, DeSalvo learned to
properly reproduce the “Enochian calls,” which act like mantras in opening
higher realms and invoking angels, key to this type of magical practice. DeSalvo
shows how to use Enochian magic for personal spiritual development and also as
protection from negative energies.
Offers comprehensive coverage of the history of magic rituals and practices
throughout the world, presenting information on voodoo, ancient Egyptian and
Hebrew magic, palm reading, secret symbols, astrology, exorcism and spells to
overcome enemies and obtain wealth
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The Tiger’s Wife meets A History of Love in this inventive, lushly imagined debut
novel that explores the intersections of family secrets, Jewish myths, the legacy
of war and history, and the bonds between sisters. When Eli Burke dies, he
leaves behind a mysterious notebook full of stories about a magical figure named
The White Rebbe, a miracle worker in league with the enigmatic Angel of Losses,
protector of things gone astray, and guardian of the lost letter of the alphabet,
which completes the secret name of God. When his granddaughter, Marjorie,
discovers Eli’s notebook, everything she thought she knew about her
grandfather—and her family—comes undone. To find the truth about Eli’s origins
and unlock the secrets he kept, she embarks on an odyssey that takes her deep
into the past, from 18th century Europe to Nazi-occupied Lithuania, and back to
the present, to New York City and her estranged sister Holly, whom she must
save from the consequences of Eli’s past. Interweaving history, theology, and
both real and imagined Jewish folktales, The Angel of Losses is a family story of
what lasts, and of what we can—and cannot—escape.
A guide for working with angels offers exercises that will help with selfunderstanding, overcoming obstacles, and developing wisdom, and shows how
to invite angels into human life.
Hitherto we have spoken only of the mystic path; and we have kept particularly to the practical
exoteric side of it. Such difficulties as we have mentioned have been purely natural obstacles.
For example, the great question of the surrender of the self, which bulks so largely in most
mystical treatises, has not been referred to at all. We have said only what a man must do; we
have not considered at ill what that doing may involve. The rebellion of the will against the
terrible discipline of meditation has not been discussed; one may now devote a few words to it.
The Angel Tarot is nothing like a traditional deck of angel cards. The 72 angels of the
Kabbalah (or Shem HaMephorash) are extremely powerful heavenly beings that provide
assistance to mortals while also ruling over their hellish counterparts, the 72 demons of the
Goetia. When summoning an angel, their sigil (a kind of esoteric calling card) is supposed to
be drawn on a piece of pure virgin parchment in red ink. To echo this color palette, the cards
are made to look like fresh, pure parchment. The borders of each card are deep crimson,
which creates a striking contrast. The magical symbols are real. The artwork is hauntingly
divine. These aren't your Aunt Doreen's angel cards . . .
If you're ready to drop all the negative energy that no longer serves you then keep reading...
(Includes all 7 Angela Grace 'Archangelology' Titles & Her First Groundbreaking Title 'Spiritual
Discernment') Are you tired of other people's energy throwing off your goals & dreams? Have
you ever wanted to express yourself the way you want, without letting outside energy
negatively affect you? All too often we let toxic energy invade our boundaries. This tragically
leads to us living nowhere near our best lives. But what if you could learn to easily let the
Archangels guide you to transform your negative energy into angelic power that will enrich your
life forever? What if you could harness an abundance of power & energy & become as
unshakable as a mountain? Such a small number of people know how to use these karma
clearing secrets to enhance their lives. Behold, a complete guide to transforming your life with
the power of the archangels. Most of us are living with high stress or depression simply
because we have lost touch with the Archangels. Connecting to the Archangels is not a luxury
but a deep need. Rub your hands together vigorously for a few seconds & then pull them
slowly apart. Can you feel that tingling? That's energy! You're feeling your aura radiating
around your hands. By aligning your energy frequency to the Archangels you will be able to
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attract more abundance & manifest a better lifestyle that suits God's design, & you will find that
it comes easily to you. Here is just a tiny fraction of what you'll discover: The Archangel you
MUST call upon before any other angel, or you're at risk of inviting negative entities! The real
reason you've been unable to release spiritual blockages & how to fix it The effective armoring
secret to properly protect yourself from negativity & any energies of malice Why the violet
flame force field keeps leaving you & how to seal it within you The essential items you should
carry for passive karma cleansing Why you have stopped growing spiritually & how to correct it
A unique visualization to improve the aura of your home that will leave your guests awestruck
What your sore throat & stomach ache is really trying to tell you How to understand Uriel's
messages to you through animal encounters The easy way to channel Uriel in your daily life &
MAXIMIZE your energy How to invite Uriel to stand guard over you, your loved ones, & pets
with his sword of protection Why your therapist may be damaging your aura & letting in more
negative energy! How to manifest while you sleep using Metatron's transformative power (&
the RIGHT way to invite him) BONUS! 10 MIN GUIDED MEDITATION MP3 INSIDE! & much
more! Take a second to imagine how you'll feel once your feelings of fear & vulnerability are
cleansed & you're able to manifest what you truly desire. Archangel energy is not limited to a
few individuals that spend hours meditating every day. This guide will allow you to call upon
them even if you're a nonbeliever, have never meditated, or have never read a spiritual book
before. You can transform your life & clear your karma from past lives starting right now. No
spiritual teacher, guide, or coach needed. So if you want to access the abundant & vibrant life
YOU DESERVE then scroll up & click "Buy Now"...
Sepher Rezial Hemelach is the longawaited first English translation of this famous magical text
a translation from the ancient Hebrew in the rare and complete 1701 Amsterdam edition.
According to Hebrew legend, the Sepher Rezial was presented to Adam in the Garden of
Eden, given by the hand of God, and delivered by the angel Rezial. The myth thus suggests
that this is the first book ever written, and of direct divine provenance. A diverse compendium
of ancient Hebrew magical lore, this book was quite possibly the original source for later,
traditional literature on angelic hierarchy, astrology, Qabalah, and Gematria. Moses Gaster
mentions this in his introduction to The Sword of Moses (1896) suggesting that the Sepher
Rezial could be a primary source for many magic and qabalistic books of the Middle Ages.
Sepher Rezial Hemelach is a compilation of five books: "The Book of the Vestment," "The
Book of the Great Rezial," "The Holy Names," "The Book of the Mysteries," and "The Book of
the Signs of the Zodiac." It includes extensive explanatory text on the holy names of God, the
divisions of Heaven and Hell, the names and hierarchy of the angels and spirits, as well as
symbolic interpretations of both the Book of Genesis and Sepher Yetzirah. It also includes
material on astronomy, astrology, gematria, and various magical talismans, most notably those
used for protection during childbirth. In his introduction, Steve Savedow details the history,
bibliographical citations, and lineage of this famous work. He lists the old and rare manuscripts
still in existence, and provides a bibliography of other reference works for study of the Western
esoteric tradition.
"A collection of essays examining medieval and early modern texts aimed at performing magic
or receiving illumination via the mediation of angels. Includes discussion of Jewish, Christian
and Muslim texts"--Provided by publisher.
Learning the Kabbalah. Have you put it off? Have you heard it's really complex and difficult to
understand? Would you like to learn the Kabbalah if it was presented in a way that made it
clear and practical? Then you want Migene González-Wippler's A Kabbalah for the Modern
World. In the past, many people have called this the best introduction to the Kabbalah. And
now that it has been enlarged, it is better than ever. Of course, it has all of the information you
would expect. You'll learn about the Tree of Life, creation, the parts of the psyche,
correspondences with other systems, Gematria, and much more. Migene González-Wippler
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has not only expanded this book, but has revised it so that you will be able to understand all of
those seemingly complex ideas that were so difficult. You can learn the Kabbalah! If this was
all the book covered it would be a great book to have. But there is so much more. You'll also
learn how to take all of this information and use it for magick! This includes techniques to
create changes in your life. It also features methods of invocation and evocation, and even
how to use the Torah of the Jews to achieve spiritual evolution. Other topics include such
things as the value of sexuality, correspondences, the body of God, and much more. The book
also includes a comparison of the Kabbalah and some of the latest scientific ideas about the
nature of the universe. All in all, this is the classic book you must have. This is also an ideal
introduction to friends and relatives who want to know what it is that you are doing. Whatever
your reason, this is a book you will use.
Jewish esotericism is the oldest and most influential continuous occult tradition in the West.
Presenting lore that can spiritually enrich your life, this one-of-a-kind encyclopedia is devoted
to the esoteric in Judaism—the miraculous and the mysterious. In this second edition, Rabbi
Geoffrey W. Dennis has added over thirty new entries and significantly expanded over one
hundred other entries, incorporating more knowledge and passages from primary sources.
This comprehensive treasury of Jewish teachings, drawn from sources spanning Jewish
scripture, the Talmud, the Midrash, the Kabbalah, and other esoteric branches of Judaism, is
exhaustively researched yet easy to use. It includes over one thousand alphabetical entries,
from Aaron to Zohar Chadesh, with extensive cross-references to related topics and new
illustrations throughout. Drawn from the well of a great spiritual tradition, the secret wisdom
within these pages will enlighten and empower you. Praise: "An erudite and lively compendium
of Jewish magical beliefs, practices, texts, and individuals...This superb, comprehensive
encyclopedia belongs in every serious library."—Richard M. Golden, Director of the Jewish
Studies Program, University of North Texas, and editor of The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft: The
Western Tradition "Rabbi Dennis has performed a tremendously important service for both the
scholar and the novice in composing a work of concise information about aspects of Judaism
unbeknownst to most, and intriguing to all."—Rabbi Gershon Winkler, author of Magic of the
Ordinary: Recovering the Shamanic in Judaism
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